Tanwayour 10/6/13
Present:
A&S Agnes & Robyn
Chatelain - absent, no report
Chiurgeon - no officer
Constable – Levi, arrived late but report was given
Chronicler - Ellyn
Exchequer - Eblenn absent, no report
Herald – absent, report was sent in
Seneschal - Ketill
Webwright - Ketill
Welcome to our visitors Max, and family, Micayla, & Leilani. Here courtesy of the
Viking Festival last weekend.
Thanks to everyone who helped put on Anniversary, esp Ellyn, who no longer looks
like a zombie. Eblenn was not able to be here but we need the final numbers for
attendance and gross income. Presentation to their excellencies was a huge hit. We
thought they were going to cry. Thanks everyone. Esp thanks Robyn - the devices
looked great. Ellyn will contact Eblenn for the details so we have our report in time
for Baronial Council meeting.
A&S - There was a lovely meal at anniversary, a great cake, from Epicuriosity
(Avenel and Bronwyn’s catering company). We had baronial A&S officer with a
huge spread, Middle eastern guild brought lots of stuff and had drumming/dancing,
Agnes showed wire weaving and funnel cake, lampwork bead making by Levi,
Henna by Gemma Rosalia.
Chatelain: Had 6 sets of contacts, multiple people in each set, one large group were
spanish speakers and they had a lot of neat questions.
Chiurgeon no report
Chronicler - minutes taken and published as expected
Constable - at anniv. one item found and after anniv a couple items were reported
lost after the event. One is probably in the trailer.
Exchequer - injured =at war no report
Herald - Will be helping new Baronial Herald at courts. Brianna stepping down and
Arianna stepping up as Baronial Court Herald.
Webright - Website is awesome, but needs to have officers updated. He needs
emails from new officers. Warrants are questionable, when do we need to update?
This was not made clear. We shall see if Ellyn can help organize existing warrants.
He also needs the email addresses of the new officers so he can point the canton
email addresses at them.
Old business. Recently had an anniversary. New champions are on website, but no
information available from gate because Maggie gave it all to Eblenn, who is at GWW
and couldn’t be at the meeting. Chairs were a hit, lunch was outstanding. Ran out of
strung tokens – Maggie says there were at least 65 people plus 7 non members who

came through gate. Who has the tabard and gonfalon? No idea. We'll ask. Eblenn
probably has gonfalon, ask Lili about tabard.
Ropes for Dragonwing - eblenn wanted to keep it for Viking Fest, so Ketill couldn't
keep the rope sack to start getting new ones. His job now is to get the rope bag from
Eblenn and start replacing ropes.
New Business:
Dragon wing poles are drying out and splintering. The 2x4s are too small and the
connector things need to be redone. They're sliding around and need to be bolted
down. Wood needs sanding and varnishing. When do we want to do that? We need
to get it from Eblenn and make plans to finish repairs.
Agnes suggested that when doing demos it would be nice to have a small table top
stand that says "this demo courtesy of the Canton of Tanwayour, SCA" Maggie and
Agnes will discuss. Maggie can do a laminated stand up thing, but Agnes wants to
research something more substantial, like wood burning. She'll bring results to next
meeting.
Next year's anniversary date is set but we don't know yet what it will be. We need
to secure the location asap and make sure we have the grass. Expense - an extra
$150. We may want to look into other venues. Masonic halls? What about Liberty
Station - don't know if that's possible or affordable. Robyn is looking into a possible
alternate location and wants to know where the 501C is so she can research a new
meeting site. Maggie will hunt it down for her.

Next meeting? 1st Sun in Nov is QC - that's ok as only Levi MAY attend. We're
meeting Nov 3, here at the park, but Panera at grossmont in case of rain. Noon?
Earlier? Can we meet at 10? Yes, but we need to be reminded.
Final score: November meeting is set for Nov 3, 10am at Briercrest Park. If it rains
go to Grossmont Panera.
meeting over.

